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**The Little Grave** 2021-01-11 i ended up devouring the entire book in just one sitting i was completely pulled into this one and found myself completely unable to put this down little miss book lover 87 it s been five years since detective amanda steele s life was derailed by the tragic death of her young daughter the small community of dumfries virginia may have moved on but amanda cannot when the man who killed lindsey is found murdered she can t keep away from the case fighting her sergeant to be allowed to work such a personal investigation amanda is in a race to prove that she can uncover the truth but the more she digs into the past of the man who destroyed her future the more shocking discoveries she makes and when amanda finds the link between a silver bracelet in his possession and the brutal unsolved murder of a young woman five years ago she realizes she s caught up in something darker than she ever imagined and suspects that more girls could be in danger but as amanda edges toward the truth she gets closer to a secret as personal as it is deadly amanda has stumbled upon a dangerous killer and she must face some terrible truths in order to catch this killer and save his next victim as she couldn t save her own daughter a gripping page turning thriller full of mystery and suspense perfect for fans of rachel caine lisa regan and robert dugoni readers love the little grave your jaw will drop i loved this book i couldn t catch my breath the ending will blow you away had me turning pages unable to put it down what an intense ride a must read goodreads reviewer i absolutely love love love this book netgalley reviewer i loved this book an engrossing page turner and that ending phew i didn t see that coming at all can t wait for the next in the series netgalley reviewer i already can t wait for the next one this one pulls you in from the very beginning the mystery is full of action and twists i absolutely did not see that ending coming goodreads reviewer i sat with the intention of reading just a couple of chapters and ended up devouring the entire book in just one sitting i have been completely pulled into this one and found myself completely unable to put this down little miss book lover 87 compulsive compelling and enthralling i became completely riveted intrigue to compel you to read through the night avid reader s retreat this is a fast paced unputdownable story exciting and heartbreaking never saw that ending i thought it debatably bookish fantastic book it was exciting and thrilling and kept me reading late into the night goodreads reviewer full of suspense and keep you on the edge of your seat i was on hold for the beginning of the series netgalley reviewer i was completely engrossed with this one i couldn t put it down from start to finish goodreads reviewer i was completely engrossed with the mystery and the mystery kept me on the edge of my seat book lover 87 i was completely engrossed with the mystery and the mystery kept me on the edge of my seat book lover 87 i was completely engrossed with the mystery and the mystery kept me on the edge of my seat book lover 87 i was completely engrossed with the mystery and the mystery kept me on the edge of my seat

**An Occupied Grave** 2021-05-28 a village of secrets finds its past lies waiting when mourners gather in the village of lower gladdock the grave is found to be already occupied the victim is soon linked to a tragedy that tore the village apart five years ago and is handed over to the bexford police to solve detective sergeant guy poole is hoping to put his traumatic past behind him and settle into his new station at bexford now history is threatening to raise its head again and he has a murder case to contend with detective inspector sam brock has a new recruit to take under his wing and he s determined this one isn t going to die as if that wasn t enough of a headache his wife is coming home and may be on the verge of discovering the lie he s been telling her newly paired duo brock poole must track down the killer before more lives are lost

**An Early Grave** 2011-04-01 on september 17 1998 police found las vegas gambling magnate ted binion lying dead on the floor of his palatial home an empty bottle of xanax beside him the police had been called by binion s live in lover sandra murphy 23 a california girl who had been working in a vegas strip club when binion had first met her at first it seemed it was a fatal drug overdose that killed the handsome multi millionaire but was it a few days later binion s friend rick tabish was arrested for trying to break into a vault where the eccentric millionaire had stored seven million dollars worth of silver bars and coins family members hired ex homicide detective turned private investigator tom dillard to start digging into the case dillard turned over the evidence he collected to las vegas police what they found led to binion s death being ruled a homicide and murphy and tabish s arrest for murder the state said they were greedy lovers who d conspired to kill binion before they could strike murphy out of his will while the defense claimed that his vengeful family was trying to railroad murphy to keep her from inheriting her fair share of the estate the two sides collided in court amid lurid charges and countercharges of physical abuse drug use and illicit passion in what became the southwest s murder trial of the century

**Secrets to the Grave (Detective Meredith Somerset, Book 1)** 2021-09-22 a brilliant pulse racing thriller that i could not put down netgalley reviewer the girl was lying face down the soles of her socks covered in fresh grass stains her wavy chestnut hair fanned out across the pavement as if across a pillow she almost looked as if she was asleep

**No Known Grave** 2016-05-10 from the well known author whose books inspired the wildly popular murdoch mysteries tv series comes the third wwii era di tom tyler mystery for fans of foyle s war wartime dramas and of course maureen jennings it s summer 1942 and after a tough couple of years di tom tyler is making a fresh start in ludlow shropshire on the outskirts of town st anne s convalescent hospital staffed by nursing sisters who are anglican nuns has been established in an old manor house to help victims of the war to recover after a horrific double murder is discovered on the grounds tyler must figure out how the crime could have
occurred in such a secluded and presumably impenetrable place where most of the patients are unable to walk or are blind or both not to mention deeply traumatized to add to the puzzle tyler begins almost immediately to receive mysterious letters recounting terrible crimes far away he realizes that he is not only seeking the murderer but that the horrors of the war are closing in on this place that was meant to be a refuge maureen jennings beloved author of the murdoch novels that inspired the popular tv series known as the artful detective in the us surpasses herself in this vivid portrayal of wartime britain brilliantly blending a classic murder mystery with a deeply human story of how the effects of war live on far from the fields of battle

**Beyond the Grave** 2021-10-14 the forever rebellious clothilde s gravestone only mentions her first name and date of death a small bump in the ground next to her grave marks former police officer robert s last resting place and in thirty years no visitors for either of them confined within the cemetery borders and yearning for closure to move on the two ghosts can t go after the people who killed them until clothilde receives her very first visitor and along with it the means to escape the cemetery beyond the grave is the first novel in the ghost detective series following robert and clothilde in their search for justice

**A Secret to the Grave** 2012-08-01 omg gripping from page one love love loved it netgalley reviewer it s every parent s worst nightmare

**Cold Grave (Detective Gaby Darin, Book 6)** 2022-05-18 when a faceless body is found floating in the river on a summer morning detective kay hunter and her team are tasked with finding out the man s identity and where he came from the investigation takes a sinister turn when an abandoned boat is found covered in blood stains and containing a child s belongings under mounting pressure from a distraught family and an unforgiving media the police are in a race against time but they have no leads and no motive for the events that have taken place will kay be able to find a ruthless killer and a missing child before it s too late cradle to grave is the eighth book in the detective kay hunter series by usa today bestselling author rachel amphlett and perfect for readers who love a fast paced murder mystery the detective kay hunter series 1 scared to death 2 will to live 3 one to watch 4 hell to pay 5 call to arms 6 gone to ground 7 bridge to burn 8 cradle to grave 9 turn to dust

**Cradle to Grave** 2020-06-15 the follow up to the critically acclaimed the mountains wild detective maggie d arcy tackles another intricate case that bridges long island and ireland in a distant grave long island homicide detective maggie d arcy and her teenage daughter lilly are still recovering from the events of last fall when a strange new case demands maggie s attention the body of an unidentified irish national turns up in a wealthy long island beach community and with little to go on but the scars on his back maggie once again teams up with garda detectives in ireland to find out who the man was and what he was doing on long island the strands of the mystery take maggie to a quiet village in rural county clare that s full of secrets and introduce her to the world of humanitarian aid workers half a world away and as she gets closer to the truth about the murder what she learns leads her back to her home turf and into range of a dangerous and determined killer who will do anything to keep the victim s story hidden forever with the lyrical prose deeply drawn characters and atmospheric setting that put the mountains wild on multiple best of the year lists sarah stewart taylor delivers another gripping mystery novel about family survival and the meaning of home

**A Distant Grave** 2021-06-22 when a faceless body is found floating in the river on a summer s morning detective kay hunter and her team are tasked with finding out the man s identity and where he came from the investigation takes a sinister turn when an abandoned boat is found covered in blood stains and containing a child s belongings under mounting pressure from a distraught family and an unforgiving media the police are in a race against time but they have no leads and no motive for the events that have taken place will kay be able to find a ruthless killer and a missing child before it s too late cradle to grave is the eighth book in the detective kay hunter series by usa today bestselling crime fiction writer rachel amphlett and perfect for readers who love a fast paced murder mystery the detective kay hunter series 1 scared to death 2 will to live 3 one to watch 4 hell to pay 5 call to arms 6 gone to ground 7 bridge to burn 8 cradle to grave 9 turn to dust
his chances for survival jury could use a good story preferably one not ending with his own demise plant tells jury of something he overheard in the grave maurice a pub near the hospital a woman told an intriguing story about a girl named nell ryder granddaughter to the owner of the ryder stud farm in cambridgeshire who went missing more than a year before and has never been found what is especially interesting to plant is that nell is also the daughter of jury s surgeon but nell s disappearance isn t the only mystery at the ryder farm a woman has been found dead on the track a woman who was a stranger even to the ryders but not to plant she s the woman he saw in the grave maurice together with jury nell s family and the cambridgeshire police plant embarks on a search to find nell and bring her home but is there more to their mission than just restoring a fifteen year old girl to her family the grave maurice is the eighteenth entry in the richard jury series and from its pastoral opening to its calamitous end is full of the same suspense and humor that devoted readers expect from martha grimes

The Grave Maurice 2003 i love fiona griffiths sharon bolton a crime from the past a murder from the future ds fiona griffiths is bored it s been months since she had a good corpse then she gets news not just of a murder but of a decapitation and one committed with an antique sword no less all that and a murder scene laid out like a gruesome crossword clue gaynor charteris was an archaeologist excavating a nearby iron age site genial respected well liked it was hard to see why anyone would want to kill her but as fiona starts to investigate she finds evidence of a crime that seems to have its origins in king arthur s greatest battle a crime so bizarre that getting her superiors to take it seriously is going to be her toughest job especially since the crime hasn t yet been committed praise for the fiona griffiths mystery series compelling and claustrophobic without a doubt fiona griffiths is one of crime s most memorable heroines sarah hilary compelling a new crime talent to treasure daily mail in a word brilliant one of the most enjoyable crime novels i ve read in a while james oswald gritty compelling a procedural unlike any other you are likely to read this year usa today gripping fiona griffiths mystery series 1 talking to the dead 2 love story with murders 3 the strange death of fiona griffiths 4 this thing of darkness 5 the dead house 6 the deepest grave coming soon if you re looking for a crime thriller series to keep you hooked then go no further you ve just found it each fiona griffiths thriller can be read as a standalone or in series order

The Deepest Grave 2017-06-15 in a town full of secrets the truth won t stay buried when a girl s body is discovered in a park in the sleepy massachusetts town of oakhurst local detective jo is shocked to the core because the girl is the second innocent victim to turn up dead in three days and just like the first a tarot card has been left by the body the meaning of the card betrayal after uncovering a series of threatening messages targeting the girl a student at the university and the first victim her teacher jo thinks she s locked the killer in her crosshairs the primary suspect is a volatile ex military student with an axe to grind for failing grades and the frightened town is out for his blood but the next day a much loved member of the community is found dead in her home a tarot card in her mail there s no clear motive to link her death to the others and the message on the card this time is even stranger domestic bliss with a fourth body and card appearing the following day jo knows she s running out of time to crack the code and bring the killer to justice and the pressure only gets worse with heart breaking news about jo s father forcing her to choose between helping her family heal or the victims families get justice can jo find the twisted murderer sending the town into a panic before another life is lost or this time will the dangerous killer find her a completely addictive detective thriller that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning if you love kendra elliot melinda leigh and lisa regan you ll love taken to the grave read what everyone is saying about m m chouinard loved it loved it loved it if i could give it 6 stars i would in this current climate of twists you will never see coming believe me you will never see this coming cannot wait for the next book best book i have read for a long time extremely addictive and left me wanting more this book has everything and a huge unexpected twist you will not see coming i can t emphasise enough how much enjoyment i got from reading this i ll be queuing up for the next well deserved 5 stars wow goodreads reviewer

Taken to the Grave: A Completely Unputdownable Mystery Thriller 2019-09-19 in secrets to the grave tami hoag the sunday times bestselling author of a thin dark line returns with the second serial killer thriller in the oak knoll series starring fbi profiler vince leone a mother is murdered a child s heart is broken only one of your life is lost or this time will the dangerous killer find her a completely addictive detective thriller that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning if you love kendra elliot melinda leigh and lisa regan you ll love taken to the grave read what everyone is saying about m m chouinard loved it loved it loved it if i could give it 6 stars i would in this current climate of twists you will never see coming believe me you will never see this coming cannot wait for the next book best book i have read for a long time extremely addictive and left me wanting more this book has everything and a huge unexpected twist you will not see coming i can t emphasise enough how much enjoyment i got from reading this i ll be queuing up for the next well deserved 5 stars wow goodreads reviewer
Secrets to the Grave 2011-01-06 the job was supposed to be simple but in this shady midwestern town nothing is as it seems hard living private detective karl craven didn’t ask for trouble when he arrived in paulton missouri but trouble found him anyway first it was his partner oke johnson shot in the head by a silenced rifle then it was the femme fatale ginger bolton who took him for a wild ride his first night in town but it’s penelope grayson the sultry blonde whose uncle hired craven to shake her loose from a local cult who takes the prize penelope calls herself a daughter of solomon a member of a group mixed up in everything from viticulture to gambling and prostitution as craven gets closer to the cult he realizes that it isn’t the town’s only danger to solve the case of oke’s murder and free penelope from the grasp of solomon craven must also tangle with a crooked police chief a treacherous lawyer and a ruthless gangster all primed to bring him down unless he can outwit them first The Fifth Grave 2014-08-26 even struggling readers will find it hard to resist our exciting series of ebooks in a variety of popular genres these stories deal with mature themes involving culturally diverse characters written specifically for the struggling reader these fast paced books maintain student interest until the last page questions at the end of each title test students strategy skills vocabulary and comprehension anson ledyard a computer multi millionaire has vanished is his young wife responsible or maybe his eldest son was afraid he would lose his inheritance ledyard’s luxury car turns up in a crocodile infested swamp bob pasquale of the drake detective agency sets out to investigate The Case of the Watery Grave (Detective) 2009-09-01 chew on this says melrose plant to richard jury who s in the hospital being driven crazy by hannibal a nurse who likes to speculate on his chances for survival jury could use a good story preferably one not ending with his own demise plant tells jury of something he overheard in the grave maurice a pub near the hospital a woman told an intriguing story about a girl named nell ryder granddaughter to the owner of the ryder stud farm in cambridgeshire who went missing more than a year before and has never been found what is especially interesting to plant is that nell is also the daughter of jury’s surgeon but nell’s disappearance isn’t the only mystery at the ryder farm a woman has been found dead on the track a woman who was a stranger even to the ryders but not to plant she s the woman he saw in the grave maurice together with jury nell’s family and the cambridgeshire police plant embarks on a search to find nell and bring her home but is there more to their mission than just restoring a fifteen year old girl to her family the grave maurice is the eighteenth entry in the richard jury series and from its pastoral opening to its calamitous end is full of the same suspense and humor that devoted readers expect from martha grimes Beyond the Grave 2021-07-15 siesta key’s detective meri ann fehr’s mother disappeared fifteen years before she receives a troubling call from an idaho detective he believes he s found the missing woman s jewelry lying beside skeletal remains on a high plateau on the outskirts of boise eager to end years of uncertainty and to jump start the cold case meri ann flies west the basque detective handling the case would rather she stay in sunny florida not so the killer her arrival sets in motion a horrific calculated plan final grave keeps the reader guessing right up to the final sentence a chilling who done it jb hamilton queen author of imminent reprisal and masters of the breed bernitts deft touch with detail put the reader firmly in the great northwest where her characters jump to life myriad plot twists make this a page turner madonna dries christensen author of masquerade the swindler who conned j edgar hoover The Grave Maurice 2003-09-02 the first in the series featuring an ozarks sheriff’s detective investigating moonshine murder and the ghosts of her own past katrina williams left the army ten years ago disillusioned and damaged now a sheriff’s detective at home in the missouri ozarks williams is living her life one case at a time between mandated therapy sessions until she learns that she’s a suspect in a military investigation with ties to her painful past then the corpse of a local girl is found by a bootlegger whose information leads williams into a tangled web of teenagers moonshiners motorcycle clubs and a fellow veteran battling illness and his own personal demons unraveling each thread will take time that katrina might not have as the army investigator turns his searchlight on the devastating incident that ended her military career now katrina will need to dig deep for the truth before she’s buried herself a gifted writer mystery scene Final Grave 2012-01-06 the most engaging pair of detectives i’ve seen in a long while david morrell some secrets will not die for three agonizing decades seasoned manhunter jacob rein has been consumed by one case a missing girl never found and two cops dead one murdered the other a suicide rein’s protégé detective carrie santerno shares an equal fascination with the twisted patterns of murder but when the discovery of a small human foot unearthed in the pennsylvania woods leads her to a decades old cold case she is not prepared for the secrets she will unravel and their connection to her mentor’s dark and buried past praise for berard schaffer the thief of all light tense and excellent i loved this book lee child schaffer writes about cops with the assurance of a seasoned police veteran lisa scottoline schaffer presents a thriller that is both gruesome in content and honest in its portrayal of police procedures booklist schaffer is the real deal his writing will knock you out j a konrath A Living Grave 2016-09-13 the bestselling author of the mccone files teams up with the creator of the nameless detective for a collaborative mystery that bridges the san franciscos of 1894 and 1986 muller and pronzini masterfully parallel the investigations of turn of the century detective quincannon and chicana amateur sleuth elena oliverez
An Unsettled Grave 2019-07-30 a thrilling new crime novel from the bestselling author of you betrayed me perfect for fans of sandra brown and iris johansen return to the dark side of savannah georgia where a crime writer and her police detective husband are working a cold case and hot on the trail of a killer whose work isn t done the old beaumont mansion is a rotting shell of its once grand self especially after a disastrous hurricane sweeps through georgia the storm does more than dislodge shutters and shingles it leads to a grisly find in the cellar three graves but only two skeletons for nikki the discovery is a gift the perfect subject for her next crime book though reed has made her promise not to keep involving herself in dangerous police business but despite the increasing tension between them nikki can t stay away from this story rumors are widespread that the burial site is the resting place of the duval sisters three young girls who went to the movies with their older brother owen twenty years ago and never returned forensics confirms that the remains belong to holly and poppy duval but where is the youngest sister rose owen duval was and remains the prime suspect alibi or no but as nikki and reed delve deep into the mystery fractures in the case begin to show there is more to the sisters disappearance than anyone ever guessed far from an isolated act those deaths were just the beginning and there will be no rest and no relenting until the killer has buried the twisted truth along with his victims

Beyond the Grave 2011-10 today the names of h p lovecraft robert e howard august derleth and clark ashton smith all regular contributors to the pulp magazine weird tales during the first half of the twentieth century are recognizable even to casual readers of the bizarre and fantastic and yet despite being more popular than them all during the golden era of genre pulp fiction there is another author whose name and work have fallen into obscurity seabury quinn quinn s short stories were featured in well more than half of weird tales s original publication run his most famous character the supernatural french detective dr jules de grandin investigated cases involving monsters devil worshippers serial killers and spirits from beyond the grave often set in the small town of harrisonville new jersey in de grandin there are familiar shades of both arthur conan doyle s sherlock holmes and agatha christie s Hercule poirot and alongside his assistant dr samuel trowbridge de grandin s knack for solving mysteries and his outbursts of peculiar french isms grand dieu captivated readers for nearly three decades

The Third Grave 2021-06-29 an outstanding series new york times book review a bill slider mystery detective inspector bill slider has always been keen on architecture and the old rectory is the kind of house he would give anything to won but the dead body of jennifer andrews in her shallow grave rather spoils the view the case looks straightforward enough a provocative woman murdered by her violent and jealous husband but as the investigation proceeds new suspects and motives keep crawling out of the woodwork it seems there is something rotten at the heart of the community surrounding the lovely old house when slider finally gets a confession it s from a wholly incredible source it seems in life there is always more going on than meets the eye praise for the bill slider series slider and his creator are real discoveries daily mail sharp witty and well plotted times harrod eagles and her detective hero form a class act the style is fast funny and curious the plotting crisply devious irish times

A Rival From the Grave 2020-11-24 when the oakland coroner s office uncovers a body buried in a shallow grave in the outskirts of the city homicide sergeant matt sinclair expects to find a drug dealer caught in the crosshairs of a turf war instead the victim is identified as phil roberts the commander of the police department s intelligence unit and sinclair s former partner police brass want to pin the murder on a dead member of an outlaw motorcycle gang and they want the case closed quickly but sinclair and his current partner cathy braddock aren t satisfied with that answer as sinclair delves into the details of roberts s past secrets from his work and personal life come to the surface secrets that some people will go to any length to keep buried but sinclair won t stop until he finds the truth even if it means sacrificing his formerpartner s reputation and possibly his own career with shallow grave brian thiem brings back his beloved detective for a thrilling third adventure in his acclaimed police procedural series

Shallow Grave 2011-09-01 a vigilante teams with a cop to stop a copycat killer in this romantic suspense thriller by the usa today bestselling author of no darker place serial killer hunter nick shade built his legendary career chasing monsters sadistic criminals with a gruesome thirst for death when he rescued montgomery detective bobbie gentry from horrific captivity and helped her reclaim her life he didn t intend to be a hero or a target but now a copycat murderer haunts him and reuniting with bobbie is his best chance at neutralizing the threat bobbie can t forget the nightmares of her trauma or the man who saved her working with nick to outmaneuver the person behind a deadly vendetta feeds her hope that there s more to her world than ghosts and destruction maybe joining nick s search for a killer is about gratitude maybe it s nothing more than cold revenge but the only way they can protect themselves is to trust each other praise for no darker place the dark twisted game of cat and mouse debra webb mines our innermost fears as a police detective takes on a serial killer with help from an unexpected ally or is he the bigger threat you will fly through the pages of this action packed thriller lisa gardner new york times bestseller

Shallow Grave 2017-07-11 gripping and fast paced crime fiction from the bestselling author of dead of winter and cold killers someone has a list of victims and they re crossing the names out one by one the first body is found in a dilapidated warehouse in london s east end then another woman burns to death in her own home she was alone but all signs point to murder two seemingly separate victims but detective inspector dan carter and detective constable ebony willis are convinced
they were killed by the same person and when a third body is found the detectives start to suspect a serial killer is on the loose but what connects the victims and who will the killer go after next from the author of the bestselling cold as ice comes a page turning new thriller that will have you hooked from start to finish praise for lee weeks novels one of the best crime novels i ve read in a long time anna smith author kill me twice a gritty and atmospheric read closer bursts off the page like arterial spray from a newly slaughtered body daily mail

A Deeper Grave 2017-05-30 one the redheaded secretary lay crumpled on the office floor her blouse ripped to the waist blood trickled from her mouth two the redheaded divorcée sprawled across the bed the black silk sheet baring her lovely body and her gaping throat three the black haired b girl lay broken across the steering wheel of the bomb shattered car her open eyes stared sightlessly at the tilted floor and out each had walked into a trap meant for private eye johnny liddell set by the crime syndicate out to get him each was a score johnny had to settle if he could live long enough to see the end of three brutal bouts with murder

Frozen Grave 2014-11-20 in this thrilling mystery set in rural sweden detective inspector embla nyström must solve a murder case and find two missing children before the small town takes matters into their own hands when a little girl disappears a few weeks before christmas suspicion falls on the last person she was seen with the teenage loner who gave her a ride home after school complicating the matter is the fact that detectives can hardly get a word out of him when a second child disappears and a police officer is found dead tensions in the small town of strömstad reach an all time high meanwhile 28 year old detective inspector embla nyström has just returned to work and is still recovering from her recent brush with a killer which left her unable to get back in the ring to defend her title of nordic light welterweight champion as she hunts for the missing children embla can t help but think of the case that has been haunting her for years the disappearance of her childhood best friend could the incidents be linked with the passing of each dark winter day the odds of finding the children alive shrink and desperation mounts their parents want answers and will stop at nothing to get them

Grave Danger 2012-01-15 an fbi profiler on leave a detective haunted by their shared past after a serial killer who hunts men ravages her college town psychology student dominique st clair becomes an fbi profiler twelve years later she returns to the town to confront her dark past when the black widow killer resurfaces to terrorize the peaceful seaside community now dom must help a local detective uncover the killer before she claims her next victim

Winter Grave 2019-12-03 2018 american fiction awards finalist mystery humor 2018 pencraft awards winner for literary excellence a truly hilarious mystery in the tradition of janet evanovich thomas davidson and rich leder best thriller�� poison has come once more to the seaside town of crab cove testing the mettle of almost handsome detective simon grave and his nearly invisible partner sergeant barry blunt who investigate a locked room mystery with a significant twist the prime suspects are in the locked room not the victim a logic defying situation that challenges the team at every turn as if murder weren t enough they must also investigate the simultaneous disappearance of the macguffin trophy from that same locked room the studio of artist whitney waters famous for her stylized paintings of red herrings who is are the killer s how did he she they get out of the locked room with the trophy kill the victim and return unnoticed by others in the room these and other questions including the limits of logic and the meaning of life are posed and perhaps even answered in this quirky near future mystery yes there are robots

Grave Games 2020-03-06 a fancy hotel plays host to homicide in a jubilant novel by a peerless practitioner of the slightly surreal english village comedy mystery kirkus reviews starred review sybil foster lives the sort of little english village that is home mostly to the very rich and the servants who make their lives delightful but sybil foster s life is not delightful even if she does have an extremely talented gardener exhausted from her various family stresses a daughter for instance who wants to marry a man without a title sybil takes herself off to a local hotel that specializes in soothing shattered nerves when she s killed inspector alleyn has a real puzzler on his hands yes she was silly snobbish and irritating but if that were enough motive for murder half of england would be six feet under in her ironic and witty hands the mystery novel can be civilized literature the new york times the brilliant ngaio marsh ranks with agatha christie and dorothy sayers times literary supplement

Grave Misunderstanding 2017-07-27 with the papers near the mutilated body of harry seton is a note ask coffin seton was a detective doing undercover work on the sale of illegal pharmaceuticals no one including john coffin commander of london s second city knows what the note means but it appears that seton was secretly investigating internal police corruption coffin begins to look into seton s secret investigation only to find that someone has beat him to it and is already destroying evidence that the commander will need just as coffin starts to follow seton s trail a far greater tragedy strikes second city four boys each connected to the police in some way are missing and the body of one is found buried in a shallow grave it is clear that someone who holds a grudge against the police has targeted the children but there is little evidence to go on the only witnesses are a group of rollerbladers but fear and something else are keeping them quiet the terror in second city comes directly to coffin s house threatening him and his wife stella is it harry seton s nemesis seeking him out or the child killer or are they connected is coffin cunning enough to avert any further disasters
A Grave Mistake 2016-11-01
dividto honor a dying don s last wish a mob lieutenant searches for hidden diamonds divdiv after seven years ruling his empire from prison don carlo remains as powerful as ever but his heart is beginning to fail on the verge of death he begs his right hand man bacardo to look after his family not his wife and children the don explains but louise and angela his daughter and granddaughter from a beloved mistress who died long ago divdiv to louise the don bequeaths one million dollars in diamonds hidden in a cemetery in a tiny california town securing her inheritance will mean mortal danger for louise bacardo and the private investigator they hire to help them a moonlighting director named alan bernhardt bernhardt understands the risks but also knows that the theater and the mafia have two things in common the understanding that a professional is only as good as his word and that the only way to survive is to act without fear divdiv

A Grave Coffin 2000-08-15
t s dci warren jones coldest case yet

Find Her a Grave 2013-10-01
detective matt cordell was happily married once and gainfully employed and sober but that was before he caught his wife cheating on him with one of his operatives and took it out on the man with the butt end of a 45 now matt makes his home on the streets of new york and his only companions are the city s bartenders but trouble still knows how to find him and when johnny bridges shows up from the old neighborhood begging for matt s help cordell finds himself drawn into a case full of beautiful women and bloody murder it s just like the old days only this time when the beatings come he may wind up on the receiving end

Silent As The Grave (DCI Warren Jones, Book 3) 2015-04-15
the ninth book in the sunday times bestselling phenomenon that is the inspector mclean series from one of scotland s most celebrated crime writers her lifeless body is hidden in the dark corner of a basement room a room which seems to have been left untouched for decades a room which feels as cold as the grave as a rowdy demonstration makes its slow and vocal way along edinburgh s royal mile detective chief inspector tony mclean s team are on stand by for any trouble the newly promoted mclean is distracted inexplicably drawn to a dead end mews street and a door slightly ajar which to this poor girl s final resting place but how long has she been there in her sleep of death the answers are far from what mclean or anyone else could expect the truth far more chilling than a simple cold case praise for james oswald the new ian rankin daily record creepy gritty and gruesome sunday mirror crime fiction s next big thing sunday telegraph

The Gutter and The Grave 2014-04-25
meet leda foley devoted friend struggling travel agent sometime psychic when leda proprietor of foley s flights of fancy books seattle pd grady merritt on a flight back from orlando she does not expect it to change her life when grady watches the plane he was set to travel on catch fire while he remains safely in the airport he seeks out leda and despite her rather scattershot premonitions he enlists her help in investigating a cold case he just can t crack but leda has her own reasons for helping her fiancé tod was murdered under mysterious circumstances several years ago her psychic abilities weren t good then but now she s been honing them at her favorite bar s open mic nights where she draws a crowd klairvoyant karaoke singing whatever song comes to mind after holding other patrons personal effects with a rag tag group of bar patrons and friends leda and grady set out to catch a killer and find that the two cases that haunt them may have more in common than they think

Cold as the Grave 2019-02-07

Grave Reservations 2022-07-19
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